
WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS FOR DANCE

Dance Make Up Assignments. Each of the Assignments below requires the student to: *Times New Roman 12 Font and
Double Spaced. *Write in their own.

Explain what it is about this person that is special. Make Up Assignment 1: Biographical Narrative
Throughout your years in school, you have studied about many different people. Dance includes the study and
classification of different terms and concepts, among them are genre and styles, origins, artistic expression and
footwork, etc. Assignments that are copied from another source will lose points according to the percentage
that is plagiarized. It is aimed for performance improvement, injury decreasing, concern about dancer
well-being and health. Name and describe your class, and give specific reasons why she should add it to our
curriculum. Have you ever been in a position where someone was being aggressive toward you and you had to
respond to them by stepping back or giving in? These can be different tasks for writing reports about dance
history or dance classification ballroom dances, contemporary dance, folk dances and establishment history of
different types of dance or essays on the corresponding topics. Write instructions for making up a dance within
a group. Checklist for Your Writing The following checklist will help you do your best work. Organize the
basic steps into a sequence and create a Four-wall dance. Your principal wants to see a high audience turnout
and has appointed you to write an essay for the student newspaper, convincing your peers to come see the
show. Decide how many repetitions for each basic step. Tasks with composite structure. Which parts of the
class were easy for you? In comparison to entirely theoretical tasks there can be certain papers that include
some informative component part, which is supported by practical examples or illustrative material sometimes
it can be PowerPoint presentation with the required content. Which parts were challenging? How did you
overcome these challenges? Be sure to include specific examples and details. Think about a dance you may
have seen that made an impact on you.


